
 

Sensory Regulation  
Sensory integration is essential for learning.   We can see this demonstrated in the Williams & Shellenberger 

Pyramid of Learning below.  This follows the same principles as  Maslow's Hierarchy of needs. Children cannot gain 

higher order skills unless the foundation stones are in place. 

 

 

Are sensory issues causing the behaviour? (VOSS, 2011)  

Making SENSE of the situation, Using this very simple strategy to help understand when you question. Is it sensory 

or behaviour? How can I help my student?  

Stop assess situation behaviour happens for a reason  

Environment change? What can I change, add or omit?  

Note students’ response to the change  

Sensory strategies and tools, use the resources and ideas  

Embrace the positive and learn from the experience.  

 

Ideas  

We know that if some children do fast activities or activities with too much feedback, they get overstimulated and 

more excited. Generally strategies which allow children to calm are more successful. Some of these can be done 

independently.  

 

Activities  

● Heavy work 



○ carrying boxes, passing weighted balls 

○ “Now get out of that” activities: Tyres, planks etc set a challenge e.g You need to get across the 

playground without touching the floor 

● Tight corners/small spaces 

● Nature walks: Walking is very calming. Consider giving children a device to take photos 

● Sit in a quiet area and have a drink (especially Milk). Scheduled time to rehydrate. 

● Thinking fruit: peel and cut a fruit salad then eat it 

● Shaving foam or soap: this can then be used to write or draw in 

● Lego following picture or written instructions: This can be linked to the topic or theme. We often find out 

much more about what children know by asking them about lego buildings 

● Lining up, sorting or arranging items  

● Drawing: usually more engaging than colouring in, again it gives an insight into what children  know and 

understand  

● Pushing: hand and feet symbols on the floor and wall, pushing through the hands when sat on a chair 

● Chewelry 

● Cooking 

● Mixing: making slime, gloop, oats and water etc 

● Listening to music 

● Crawling through tunnels 


